
Discover Solutions From Galaxy Lifts
Cargo lifts and passenger lifts for your home and business

Lifting Made Easy



Lifts Designed for Every Needgalaxylifts.com

This cargo lift offers a reduced 
footprint that is the perfect fit  
for tight locations, along with  
Do-It-Yourself installation.

This cargo lift offers a terrific 
balance between benefits and 
budget that make it our most 
popular model.

This cargo lift is engineered with 
enhanced stability for higher 
installations.

Travels up to 17 feet

Moves up to 1,000 lbs

Basket: 39.5" x 39.5" x 46.0"

Basket Size: Small

4 Inch I-Beams

200 mph wind rating

Travels up to 17 feet

Moves up to 1,000 lbs

Basket: 54.25" x 54.25" x 46.0"

Basket Size: Medium

4 Inch I-Beams

200 mph wind rating

Travels up to 27 feet

Moves up to 1,000 lbs

Basket: 54.25" x 54.25" x 46.0"

Basket Size: Medium

5 Inch I-Beams

200 mph wind rating

SMALLER FOOTPRINT MOST POPULAR GREATER HEIGHTS

Shuttle Voyager Voyager+
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Cargo LiftsCargo Lifts



Lifts Designed for Every Need 888-317-7203

This cargo lift is engineered with 
enhanced stability for higher 
installations.

This cargo lift is designed for heavy 
lifting and bigger loads. Perfect for 
commercial and small business use.

This personal elevator keeps life 
moving safely. Perfect for every 
person – grandparents, grandkids 
and grandpets, too.

Travels up to 27 feet

Moves up to 1,000 lbs

Basket: 54.25" x 54.25" x 46.0"

Basket Size: Medium

5 Inch I-Beams

200 mph wind rating

Travels up to 27 feet

Moves up to 1,200 lbs

Basket: 87.5" x 54.25" x 46.0"

Basket Size: Large

5 Inch I-Beams

200 mph wind rating

Travels up to 14 feet

Moves up to 500 lbs

Basket: 54.25" x 54.25" x 87.0"

5 Inch I-Beams

150 mph wind rating

ADA compatible

HEAVY DUTY BUILT FOR PEOPLE

Voyager+ Voyager HD Traveler
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Passenger LiftPassenger Lift



When stairs are a hassle, Galaxy lifts 
keep life moving with the press of a 
button. From groceries to luggage, 
move items with ease between the 
ground level and multiple stories of 
your home or business.

Make Lifting More 
Convenient

Cargo lifts and passenger lifts are 
more affordable and less disruptive 
than elevators. Galaxy lifts are an 
investment that add value and 
expand the use of any building.

Increase Your 
Property Value

Our indoor and outdoor elevators 
do the heavy lifting. Say goodbye 
to the pain of moving bulky or large 
items that pose a serious fall risk on 
stairs and say hello to safe access.

Improve Safety 
and Mobility

"We use our Galaxy lift daily since we 
remodeled our home." − KATHY M.

"I no longer have to worry about the safety 
of my family on the stairs." − BILLY K.

"Galaxy Lifts provided a customized lift 
solution making the second floor available 
to my tenant." − RICK E.

2-3

2X

365

TWO OR THREE STOPS

INCREASED ROI

EVERYDAY ACCESSIBILITY

Why a Galaxy Lift?Why a Galaxy Lift?



Galaxy Lifts and local dealers provide 
coverage across all 50 states

Service Near You

It’s easy to connect. 
Scan Get a Quote or call 
888-317-7203 to start 
with a customer service 
representative.

Contact

Our experienced 
technicians get to work 
on a custom-built lift 
made in the USA at our 
Texas facility.

Build

With just a few minutes 
of training, you’ll be 
using your lift right away 
and enjoying it for years 
to come!

Enjoy

With just a few details, a 
quote can be delivered 
within 24 hours. Our 
experts work with you 
to finalize the perfect 
solution.

Consult

Our professional, 
courteous team deliver 
and install your lift on 
the same day, keeping 
you informed every step 
of the way.

Install
“I would refer anyone needing a lift to 
Galaxy Lifts as they make the entire 
process from start to finish a breeze.”

DONNA H.

Thousands of Happy Customers!Thousands of Happy Customers!
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GET A QUOTE

888-317-7203

Our ProcessOur Process Nationwide Coverage Nationwide Coverage 
10,000+ Lifts Installed10,000+ Lifts Installed



Explore the features that come standard on our lifts. 

These features also come standard on the Traveler passenger lift.

Ask about our range of accessories to personalize your lift, including some of our most popular 
options below.

Flexible two or three 
stop capability

(all except Shuttle)

Winder Cover

ASME 18.1 compliant 
with wheelchair access

Convenient wireless handheld 
remote control

Call-Send Station

Easy operation with 
on-board controls

Hand welded, 
aluminum basket 

construction

Includes handrail and 
interior LED lighting

Cargo stays put with 
non-skid flooring

Deck Gate

Sheltered ride with 
tinted enclosure

Durable, corrosion-
resistant materials

Smooth operating double 
reduction gearbox

Pan Safety Switch

Includes pan and photo 
beam safety switches

Long-lasting stainless 
steel aircraft cable

Powder Coating

Includes two 
call-send stations

Stronger triple bearing 
head assembly

Automatic braking system 
stops lift instantly

Deck gate interlocks

Features & AccessoriesFeatures & Accessories



Founded in 2014, Galaxy Lifts is the #1 US manufacturer 
and installer of cargo and passenger lifts

Our expert team in the heart of Texas is on a mission to elevate quality of life.

We take ownership. Our technical 
and operations professionals ensure 
dependable, durable lifts for you. 
And our welders produce with 
precision and mastery, proudly 
stamping their initials on each lift.

Crafted with Pride

We make it easy. From the first 
contact to service after the sale, our 
experts are always respectful of your 
time and money. As your partner, 
we listen first then respond quickly 
with a personalized solution to help 
you move exactly what you need to 
exactly where you need it.

Stellar Service

About UsAbout Us



Beach

Lakefront

Garage

Mountains

Barn

Warehouse

One Lift, Tons of PossibilitiesOne Lift, Tons of Possibilities

galaxylifts.com
888-317-7203


